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Abstract: This paper presents a cascaded H-bridge multilevel inverter that can be implemented using
symmetrical topology. A multi level inverter is a power electronic device built to synthesize a desired AC
voltage from several levels of DC voltages. Multi-level inverters have been an important development in
recent years. Owing to their capability to increase the voltage and power delivered to the motor.
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INTRODUCTION

Principle of Operation: Let us consider names of the
switches of each bridge as S11, S12, S13, S14 for first
bridge and S21, S22, S23, S24 for second bridge.
Consider the two voltage sources are equal to V1=V2=V.
Possible output voltage levels of this inverter are

Multi level inverters are most advanced and latest
type of power electronic converters that synthesize a
desired output voltage from several levels of dc voltages
as inputs. By taking sufficient number of dc sources, a
nearly sinusoidal voltage
waveform
can
be
synthesized. The unique structure of the multi level
voltage source inverters allows them to reach high
voltage with low harmonics with out the use of
transformers. To synthesize multi level output ac voltage
using different levels of dc inputs, semiconductors
devices must be switched on and off in such a way that
desired fundamental is obtained with minimum harmonic
distortion. There are different types of approaches for the
selection of switching techniques for the multi level
inverters.
In the Cascaded H-bridge MLI we are having two
types of MLI. They are Symmetrical Cascade H-bridge
MLI and Asymmetrical Cascade H-bridge MLI. In the
Symmetrical Cascaded MLI the Source voltage of all the
bridges are equal. In the asymmetrical cascaded MLI the
Source voltage of all the bridges are not equal.
Three Phase 5-level Symmetrical Cascaded H-bridge
Inverter in Figure1 represents the structure of a single
phase cascaded type converter with separate dc sources.
Each bridge of converter generates two levels of voltages
v and -v.
Corresponding Author:

Level 1 0
Level 2 V
Level 3 2V
Level 4 -V
Level 5 -2V

Fig. 2.1:Threephasefivelevelcascadedinverter
Controltechniques: AC loads may require constant or
adjustable voltage at the irinput terminals.When such
loads are fed by inverters, it is essential that output
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voltageof the inverters is so controlled as to fulfil the
requirements of ac loads. Examples of such requirements
are as under:

Fig. 3.2: External control of dc input voltage

An ac load may require a constan tinput voltage
through at different levels. For such a load, any
variations in the dc input voltage must be suitably
compensated in order to maintain a constant voltage
at the ac load terminals at desired level [1].
In case inverter supplies power to a magnetic circuit,
such as an induction motor, the voltage to frequency
ratio at the inverter output terminals must be kept
constant. This avoids saturation in the magnetic
circuit of the device fed by the inverter.

Internal Control of Inverter: Output voltage from an
inverter can also be adjusted by exercising acontrol with
in the inverter it self.themostefficient method of doing this
is by pulse width modulation control used with in the
inverter.
PWM: In this method, affixed dc input voltage is given to
the inverter and a controlled ac output voltage is obtained
by adjusting the on and off periods of the inverter
components.

Thevarious methods for the control of output voltage
of inverters are as under:

Advantages: The output voltage control with this method
can be obtained with out any additional components.

External control of ac output voltage: There are two
possible methods of external control of ac output
voltage obtained from inverter output terminals.
These methods are:

Control Techniques of Multilevel Inverter: To synthesize
multilevel voltages of magnitude and spectralquality
required by the specific application.

AC voltage control: In this method, an ac voltage
controller is inserted between the output terminals of
inverter and load terminals as shown below

Fig. 3.1: A.C voltage controller
The output voltage input to the ac load is regulated
through thefiring angle control of ac voltagecontroller.
Practically this method gives rise to higher harmonic
content in the output voltage [2].

Fig. 4.1: Control techniques of multi level inverter

Series-inverter control: This method of voltage
control involves the useof two are more inverters in
series. It is essential that the frequency of output voltages
from thetwo inverters is the same. The series connection
of inverters,called multi converter control, does not
augment the harmonic content even at low outputvalue
levels [3].

All space vector modulation and nonlinear current
control strategies incorporate voltage imbalances in over
all current regulation strategy.The most widely accepted
PWM technique is sinusoidal PWM.The main modulation
strategies can be classified as:
Multicarrier PWM Techniques: Multicarrier PWM
Techniques entail the natural sampling of single
modulating reference waveform typically being sinusoidal,
through several carrier signals typically being triangular
waveforms.

External control of dc input voltage:In case the
available voltage source is ac, then dc voltage input
to the inverter is controlled through the fully
controlled rectifiers [4].
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In 5 -level converter all the four carrier waves are
inphase with each other.
Two types of PS technique are shown below.
Bipolar PS1

Fig. 4.5: BipolarPhase shift
Unipolar PS

Fig. 4.2: Classification of SPWM
Phasedisposition (PD):
This technique employs a number of carriers which
are all inphase accordingly [5].
In5-level converter all the four carrier waves are
inphase with each other.
Two types of PD technique are shown below.

Fig. 4.6: UnipolarPhaseShift
MATLAB/ SIMULINK model: The figure (4) shows the
overall MATLAB/SIMULINK MODEL for 5-level
cascaded multilevel inverter with sub systems. In this
model, the two H bridge is connected in series in order to
form 5-level cascaded multi level inverter.

Bipolar PD

Fig. 4.3: BipolarPhase Disposition
Unipolar PS
Fig. 5.1: Simulation circuit of 3-phase 5-level MLI

Fig. 4.4: UnipolarPhase Disposition
Phaseshift (PS):
This technique employs a number of carriers are all
phase shifted by 90 degree accordingly.

Fig. 5.2: Multi carriers in EPWM signal generation for
bipolar mode of PD and PS
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Fig. 5.3: Multi carrier sine PWM signal generation for unipolar mode of PD and PS

Fig. 5.4: For modulation index 0.8 inverter output voltage
in pd bipolar mode.

Fig. 5.7: For modulation index 0.8 frequency spectrum in
pd unipolar mode.

Fig. 5.5: For modulation index 0.8 frequency spectrum in
pd bipolar mode.

Fig. 5.8: For modulation index 0.8 inverter output voltage
in ps bipolar mode.

Fig. 5.6: For modulation index 0.8 inverter output voltage
in pd unipolar mode.

Fig. 5.9: For modulation index 0.8 frequency spectrum in
ps bipolar mode.
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Fig. 5.10: For modulation index 0.8 inverter output voltage in ps unipolar mode.

Fig. 5.11: For modulation index 0.8 frequency spectrum in ps unipolar mode.
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CONCLUSION

4.

This paper presents a three phase 5-level cascaded
H- bridge multi level inverter that can be implemented
using symmetrical topology. The total harmonic distortion
analysis has been done for different modulation indices.
From the T analysis it is observed that the THD for phase
disposition technique is less when compared with phase
shift carrier control technique. In the phase disposition,
unipolar mode of operation is the best technique which
got less THD values compared to bipolar [6-10].
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